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Welcome to the GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

In this tutorial we will familiarize you with several features that will improve your experience on our site.

Specifically we will discuss:

Search
Browse and
My Tools
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GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

We will begin with the options available under Search.
We will begin with the options available under Search.

When you click on Search you will see three options:
- Advanced search
- Geographic search
- Search charts, figures, and tables
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GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.
Clicking on Advanced search will take you to the advanced search page.
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On the advanced search page you can create detailed search queries to search by author, editor, title, abstract, subject/text, thesaurus term, affiliation, and date range.
You can also conduct more specific searches by citation or by standard ID’s such as DOI or ISBN.
You also have the option to limit the scope of searches.

Selecting to search all GSW journals and GeoRef database will provide you widest and most inclusive search.
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Selecting to search All GSW journals limits your search to only those journals hosted by GeoScienceWorld.
You can also limit your search to the journals of your choice by clicking this option.
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You can also limit your search to the journals of your choice by clicking this option.

And then selecting your preferred journals from the list that appears at the bottom of the advanced search page.
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You can also limit your search to the journals of your choice by clicking this option. And then selecting your preferred journals from the list that appears at the bottom of the advanced search page.

**GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.**
GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

You can also limit your search to the journals of your choice by clicking this option.

And then selecting your preferred journals from the list that appears at the bottom of the advanced search page.

Note – this list will only appear if you choose to limit your search to journals selected from the alphabetical list.
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GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

Clicking on Geographic search will take you to the Map-Based Search Tool on the advanced search page.
GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

You can use the **Map-Based Search Tool** to limit your search to a specific geographic region you define on the map.
GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

You can use the **Map-Based Search Tool** to limit your search to a specific geographic region you define on the map.

Simply select a region on the map
You can use the Map-Based Search Tool to limit your search to a specific geographic region you define on the map.

Simply select a region on the map and then enter your search terms.

**Note:** You can zoom in and out on the map to more precisely define the region you wish to search.
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You can also conduct searches on only charts, figures, and tables.

Clicking this option will take you to the charts, figures, and tables search page.
To search for charts, figures, and tables simply enter the text found in the caption.

You also have the option to limit the scope of searches to all GSW journals or only those journals you prefer.
To search for charts, figures, and tables simply enter the text found in the caption. You also have the option to limit the scope of searches to all GSW journals or only those journals you prefer.
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You also have the option to limit the scope of searches to all GSW journals or only those journals you prefer.
To search for charts, figures, and tables simply enter the text found in the caption. You also have the option to limit the scope of searches to all GSW journals or only those journals you prefer.
To search for charts, figures, and tables simply enter the text found in the caption.

You also have the option to limit the scope of searches to all GSW journals or only those journals you prefer.
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Welcome to the GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

You can also do quick searches right from the home page.
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You can also do quick searches right from the home page or do slightly more detailed searches by keyword or author if you prefer.
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The next features we will discuss are found on the Browse menu.
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The next features we will discuss are found on the Browse menu.

You may browse GSW content by geography, journal, publisher, subject, or time.

You can also access these features directly from the home page.
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Browsing content by geography
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Browsing content by geography, subject
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Browsing content by geography, subject, or time will take you to similar thesaurus browsing pages.
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When browsing the thesaurus you will first be presented with a list of broadly defined terms from which to choose.
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When browsing the thesaurus you will first be presented with a list of broadly defined terms from which to choose.

To drill down to finer levels of detail simply click on the term that interests you.
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When browsing the thesaurus you will first be presented with a list of broadly defined terms from which to choose.

To drill down to finer levels of detail simply click on the term that interests you.

Continue refining the thesaurus entries in this way until you reach a level you wish to search.

Scope Notes: Before 1976, also search physiography; physiographic geology.
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When browsing the thesaurus you will first be presented with a list of broadly defined terms from which to choose.

To drill down to finer levels of detail simply click on the term that interests you.

Continue refining the thesaurus entries in this way until you reach a level you wish to search.
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To conduct a search on the current thesaurus term

glacial geology

Search using this term in:

GSW Journals plus GeoRef

Alert me when new articles are added to this Thesaurus Term

Display Terms:
» geomorphology
» ancient ice ages
» periglacial features
» glacial features
» permafrost
» ice sheets

See Also:
» ablation
» blue ice
» boulders
» calving
» debris cones
» drift
» erratics
» ancient ice ages
» boulder clay
» buried channels
» cirques
» deposition
» drumlins
» eskers

Welcome to the GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

To conduct a search on the current thesaurus term
Welcome to the GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

To conduct a search on the current thesaurus term click on the GSW Journals plus GeoRef button.
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To conduct a search on the current thesaurus term click on the GSW Journals plus GeoRef button.

You will then be taken to a page displaying your search results as well as other thesaurus terms that may be of additional interest.
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You may also choose to browse GSW content by journal.
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You may also choose to browse GSW content by **journal**.
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You may also choose to browse GSW content by journal or by publisher.
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You may also choose to browse GSW content by journal or by publisher.
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Under the My Tools menu
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Under the My Tools menu, individual institutional subscribers who have signed up for registrant accounts can elect to receive email alerts when new issues of their favorite journals go online or when new material on subjects that interest them gets published.
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Individual institutional subscribers who have signed up for registrant accounts can also select their favorite journals and then use this list to limit searches to only those journals.
Thank you for using the GeoScienceWorld feature usage tutorial.

If you have any questions or require additional assistance please feel free to contact us via our online customer feedback page.
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